Apartment

**Lookup Value**: Apartment

**From Lookup Field**: PropertySubType Lookups

Definition (May contain conditions that must apply)

A unit within a wholly owned structure of 5 or more units. This may not be used for Residential or Residential Income. For Residential use Condo. For Income used Residential Income.

**Synonym(s)**: Flat, Apartment Complex Unit

**BEDES**: RLSE

**References**: RLSE

**Element Status**: Active

**Lookup Field ID**: 302000

**LookuipID**: 302001

**Lookup Status Change Date**: Jun 21 2016

**Revised Date**: May 13 2016

**Added in Version**: 1.5.0

**Spanish (Lookup Field)**: SubtipoDePropiedad

**Spanish (Lookup Value)**: Apartamento
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